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About This Game

Runeyana is an RPG that combines Hack and Slash action. It evokes a story of bravery, strength, courage, trust and the desire to
overcome destiny. Set in a deep, responsive, huge world, you will explore a beautiful sprawling land gaining the trust of various
species scattered throughout the world. As in real life, you will cope with internal racial tensions by obtaining their trust through

reputation. Use unique weapons and craft your character in both physical and psychological customisation.

Features

  Role Playing Game mixing Hack and Slash action
  Online trade and looting support

  Leveling up
  Learn your enemies’ abilities.

  Storyline based on the ancient gods of Runeyana
  Game goes through the bone age to the stone age

  Questing and NPC system
  Pet system too!

  Create your own army
  Buy your own buildings and hire guardians to protect yourself from players online. Become the King of Alteos by owning as

many buildings as possible.
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Title: Runeyana
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, RPG
Developer:
Blackturn Ltd
Publisher:
Blackturn Ltd
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and newer

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Graphics: NVidia GeForce 8800

Sound Card: Integrated audio

English
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I have to say, I tried to enjoy this game. I really, really did. I love these kinds of games, I'm a long time veteran of Fire Emblem.
But after making it to the first time I get to play as Abel, the mission appears to be broken. See, I'm currently playing this
mission on easy mode (Say what you will, I've genuinely tried it on normal too), and no matter what I do the overwhelming
enemy force catches up to Abel and Pascal an entire turn before they reach the secret door to unlock it and escape along the top
of the map. I've replayed this mission for over an hour now and they simply do not reach it in time. The Champions on the right
drop dead simply too quickly, and it's all over. They flood the back passage, and block the door before I even reach it.

This is a glaring flaw, and it's not the only one I've noticed, but by far it is the biggest. There is legitimately no way around it
that I've found (short of lowering the difficulty even further, but.. If I have to do that to actually win the mission, I won't have
many nice things to say about your game).

So far, the graphics are very reminiscent of Fire Emblem, and the gameplay itself seems fairly alright, but.. My god is your
game wildly unbalanced. I'll be more than happy to provide screenshots if necessary, but I'm pretty sure you can determine the
mission I'm talking about. I am sick of retrying this stage, praying that RNG takes pity on me and the champions along the right
last at least one turn longer, but so far that's only happened once in the past hour, and I had to throw Pascal away to do it.

Fix your balancing issues, and I might actually enjoy your game. But for right now.. It's nothing more than frustrating. I'm going
to keep trying though, maybe the next missions will be better balanced. If I can even reach them.

I cannot recommend your game to anybody in its current state.

Edit: I gave up on beating the mission. I opted not to even bother lowering the difficulty for it, because frankly I shouldn't have
to consider that to beat a mission where my objective is to RUN AWAY. It legitimately isn't possible on EASY mode. Did you
even playtest this thing? Was it on the easiest difficulty? Was it Easy- mode? Because this is simply ridiculous. It takes Abel and
Pascal no less than 4 turns to get the door open. If I move them as a group, and don't sacrifice Pascal, then the gryph knights
(who are much stronger than either of my characters) will move in and block the door by the end of turn 3. If I split the group,
sending Pascal to the right to die and slow down the knights, Abel can reach the door and open it, but he does before he can step
through it. Neither outcome works, and nothing else gets me even close to escaping.

I'm done, this game is being uninstalled until it sees some changes. It's a shame it's too late to get a refund for it. I will not
recommend this game.. \u4f5c\u8005\u89d2\u8272\u7684\u8f93\u51fa\u4e5f\u592a\u9ad8\u4e86\u5427\uff08\u534a\u607c.
This was probably the most solid escape room experience for VR I've had yet. It was a lot of fun and there were many puzzles
that added to the challenge of the game.

The ending was a bit meh, but it does allow for sequels to be added so I commend them for that.. Good Graphic. Not currently
useful but it has potential. The aesthetic is blessedly clean, and that's a great sign starting out.

Has a pen, a few shapes, ways to select and move things around. I was able to import a sculpture that I'm working on, draw some
stuff, and export it again. This feels like it wants to be TiltBrush done over done right, with a professional look and a thoughtful,
extensible interface vocabulary and no God damn neon. We need that.

Snapping is the first VR implementation of this that I've seen, and while it's not nearly controllable or flexible enough now, it
feels solid and like it's going to work. Props. (How about a little haptic feedback here?)

Dark mode, stat. I'm not launching this again till that's in. My eyes hurt just thinking about it.
Proper color picker pls. Everyone else has 'em.
Group and ungroup is rather cumbersome. Scale is hard to make work, I'm not sure why. A way to select objects without
moving them is lacking, or at least I didn't find it. (If you want me to read the manual, make it available in the program.)
Uses very little of the controller functionality, which like the zero-options environment may be a deliberately minimal starting
choice, but honestly I can't wait for it to be over. Make thoughtful choices and go. I believe in you.
Needs more guides, snaps etc. The plane tool is a great idea but not yet useful because you can't save or revisit a plane.

I loaded up an 18MB model, which for me isn't particularly big, and it lugged down hard. I know you don't wanna hear it, but
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TiltBrush doesn't have this problem. This isn't a work-through-it failure mode; not only does the action stop, the controllers flick
back to my Steam default look while the program struggles. Gotta raise performance or at least make it degrade more
gracefully.

Testing export. I see no colors, only meshes. I'm looking at the files in Rhinoceros, for which FBX is not a well integrated
format, so I may have lost color on the import side. As in TiltBrush, curves lines polylines etc. are implemented in an incredibly
ugly and useless way as long skinny meshes. Will someone implement actual curves in one of these things already? Use VRML
export if you have to, I don't care just do it.

Keep going guys, this is a very promising start. The feature that's going to keep me annotating sculpture in TiltBrush this week is
its snap-to-orthogonal-orientation ability: I need to preserve the orientation of imported models while I move and scale them.

And the dark background. Don't forget that.
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The price you're going to pay will be for the service of Maniaplanet that offers you editor plugins, import of custom blocks,
creation of title packs, monthly updates etc. that weren't available in the free version.

So if you're going to use any of those services, the price will be worth, otherwise you will waste money to be in a version less
crowded than the free version.

Note that TMN ESWC servers are still open and that if you want to play TMN Forever without FreeZone you need to buy TMU
Forever for 30 €.
As some reviews, this is for the fans of the serie, if you only enjoy driving on your own maps, keep playing on the free version..
A solid rogue-like with an interesting premise and creative mechanics.. "Another TD game?"

"Another shovelware crap?"

"Google barely brings up any information on the game, must be bad!"

Put aside your cynical preconceptions of terrible shovelware games on Steam, Dead Ground is a great, fun, little game. It is best
described as an action FTL clone with zombies and lots of different loot and skills. The soundtrack is amazing too.. 9\/10,
because psyonix should have allowed black primary paint for the bone shaker... positiv: You can mute the music

negativ: really bad physics and everything else. If you are old school game fan as I am, buy it. Otherwise dont.. Do NOT BUY.
This game is dead. There is no update at all and this game is still in early access.

Crooks like dev of this game thought of an idea for a game and create a prototype of it and label it as early access hoping to hit
the Jackpot but when sales is miserably bad, they just bail and leave the game to die.

The game was launch on march 2017 and it went to down 65% discount after two months.
Dev only continue to slash the price with discount to lure more victims. Don't fall for it.

They are probably making another prototype game to scam again.
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